ACTIVITY:        LESSON 13 – God in the Hindu Scriptures
LESSON 14 – God in the Jewish Scriptures
LESSON 15 – God in Islam
LESSON 16 - God in African Tradition
In the lessons above, you:
- Explored the understanding of God in the Hindu Scriptures – Who is God and how is god called in their religion – The Trimurti.
- Explored the understanding of God in the Jewish Scriptures. What are the names for God.
- Explored the understanding of God in the Qur’an and how it was revealed to the prophet Muhammed.
- Explored ideas of God in the African Tradition. Who are the ancestors and how are they considered.

What I enjoyed the most about these lessons is:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

The holy books of the most important religions in South Africa are:
1. Muslim/Islam____________________________________________________________
2. Hindu__________________________________________________________________
3. Jewish_________________________________________________________________
4. African Tradition_______________________________________________________

What I understood about God in the Hindu religion is:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
I learned that all religions have a name for God:

Hindu

Muslim/Islam

Jewish

In the African Tradition they have different names for God

Zulu

Xhosa

Sotho/Tswana

What I learned about Muhammed the prophet is

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What I would like to learn more about is:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What I did not understand is:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________